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Abstract 
While many engineers in  the aerospace engineering profession  know that 
interacting with students is a good idea, few of them know how to do it.  Certainly 
some engineers are asked on occasion to give lectures at various university club 
meetings,  and  some are even heavily involved  in  interacting with  students 
working on  various design  projects,  but the average engineer has little or no 
interaction with students over the course of their career.  A number of companies, 
including Boeing, have created technical interest groups to encourage mentoring 
and sharing of corporate knowledge throughout the company.  These efforts have 
been met with varying degrees of success.  In an effort to improve this situation, 
the Boeing Technology Interest Group concept has been modified and expanded 
to  include students within  the groups.  Concepts for including students (both 
graduate and  undergraduate) and  faculty are discussed,  including details about 
how the concept could be integrated  into  existing research  and  educational 
programs.  Conclusions are drawn  about the feasibility of the concept and 
suggestions for implementation are made. 
Introduction 
THE concept of a guild dates from medieval times, where merchants and craftsman  formed loose associations for the continuance and improvement of their professional interests.  While 
merchant guilds were primarily created  to  protect trade and  commerce, the craft guilds were 
created to protect the skills and knowledge that would insure the continuance of the craft.  The 
guild  concept has had a centuries­long  influence on  how people in  certain  trades are trained. 
Guilds, among other things, offered younger members the ability to participate in a small group 
of people who had a shared ability or skill (such as being woodworkers or blacksmiths).  The 
new “member” of the guild  would  attach  themselves to  a more experienced  member as an 
apprentice, as shown in Fig. 1.  While interacting with the journeyman (skilled but still learning) 
and/or master (highly skilled and mentoring), the apprentice would learn not only the technical 
* 
This work was accomplished while a Professor of Aerospace Engineering at California Polytechnic State 
University in San Luis Obispo, CA. 
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aspects of their job (which  tools to  use for what purposes),  but they would  also  gain 
understanding about when to use those tools (and when to not use the tools!).   







completing a fixed term of service of from five to nine years, an apprentice became a 
journeyman, i.e., a craftsman who could work for one or another master and was paid with 
wages for his labour. A journeyman who could provide proof of his technical competence 
(the “masterpiece”) might rise in the guild to the status of a master, whereupon he could set 
up his own workshop and hire and train apprentices. The masters in any particular craft 
guild tended to be a select inner circle who possessed not only technical competence but 
also proof of their wealth and social position.  Apprenticeship was the basic element in the 
craft guild, since it secured the continuity of practice, tradition, and personnel on which the 
welfare of the guild depended.”
1 
As time went on for the apprentice, they could gain journeyman status and begin mentoring some 
new apprentice, thus handing down the skills, knowledge, and understanding they had acquired. 
By working hand in hand over a long period of time, the apprentice would be able to achieve an 
improved status through hard working, listening, and doing. 
As time went on and our societies became more industrialized, there was less and less need for 
anyone to be so highly trained in a skill, since machines and factories could out­produce the 



















Figure 1. The Craft Guild Concept. 
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There are three essential characteristics to a community of practice:
2 
•	 “The domain 







o	 build relationships that enable them to learn from each other 
o	 members of a community of practice do not necessarily work together on a daily 
basis (example: The Impressionists) 
•	 The practice 
o	 members of a community of practice are practitioners 




beyond the scope of the guild itself.  Instead of just providing a method for transferring 
knowledge and maintaining standards, the community of practice becomes a group with a shared 
interest in a knowledge domain, regardless of whether all of the members work together or not.  
These aspects of the community of practice provide an interesting and important background for 
the Technology Interest Group concept. 
The Boeing Technology Interest Group Concept 
The Boeing Company has added some original and interesting aspects to their take on 
Communities of Practice, primarily based on their need to consolidate a number of companies 
they acquired into a single, global aerospace corporation (see Fig. 2).  If you just consider the 
aircraft (both commercial and military) side of the Boeing house, there were design groups at a 
number of locations around the country with different approaches, processes, methods, and 
histories regarding air vehicle design.  How could 





Technology Interest Groups (TIGs), are a means 
of sharing practices and processes throughout the 
company. 
Boeing created the Technical Fellowship both as a 
way to honor technical excellence within the Figure 2. The Boeing Technology 
company, and as a way for technical experts from Interest Group Concept. 
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seen in all industries within the United States, a large retirement bubble was looming on the 




motivated people to apply them to new designs and concepts.  In addition, it had become 
apparent over the years that talented designers are hard to come by (and even harder to define!).  
However, it was obvious that the skill needed to be a good designer would have to be cultivated 
among lower and middle level engineers, or there would be no design talent left in the company 
within a fairly short period of time. 
The Technology Interest Groups were formed, therefore,  to  pursue the achievement of the 
following goals: 
•	 aid  in  retention  and  enhancement of skills and knowledge in key technologies (present 
and future) 
•	 share information, knowledge and experience across the enterprise 
•	 provide mentoring,  training and  networking opportunities for those at all experience 
levels 
•	 create a sense of community ­ instill pride and enhance morale 
•	 bring into  the company new ideas,  methods and  knowledge from the wider technical 
community (academe, etc.) 
•	 develop clear, vivid visions (roadmaps) of key technologies ­ present and future ­ and the 
context within which they are applied (to aid recruiting, technology planning, etc.) 
These goals hold  incredible potential for making the technical side of the company vital and 
exciting, giving younger engineers and scientists a viable career path for success and promotion 
without having to go into the management side of the business.  Some of the essential elements 
of making the TIG concept work include: 
•	 membership must be open  to  anyone (including managers,  etc.) at all levels of 
experience ­ based solely on interest and willingness to participate 
•	 participation  in  more than  one TIG is encouraged  (especially important for cross 
fertilization (aerodynamics and structures, etc.) 
•	 knowledge sharing within  and  across TIG boundaries is obligatory throughout the 
enterprise 
•	 mentorship is an intrinsic element of TIG activity 
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The Modified TIG Concept 
While the TIG concept seemed an excellent way to promote shared knowledge among various 
portions of a large, diverse corporation, several improvements could be made to expand the 
concept beyond a purely technical organization.  The most important extension was to expand 
the Technology Interest Group concept to the university in order to enhance relations between 
the company, faculty, and students, as shown in Fig. 3.  The basic idea was to use an Aircraft 




expanded across the engineering disciplines by 
allowing universities access to the various TIGs 
formed in the company. 
The extension  of the TIG to  universities could 
benefit both  the company and  academia.  The 
company could  benefit from the flow of new 
ideas,  concepts,  and  research to  Boeing from 
academia.  At the same time,  the flow of design 
concepts,  methods,  and  approaches from Boeing 
Figure 3. The Modified TIG Concept. to  academia could  improve curriculum and 
enhance the graduates of the university. This 
provided a company the chance to  influence engineering education, especially in areas that the 
company cares about the most. 
A Comprehensive TIG Concept 





Instead of seeing each university as an unattached entity, the comprehensive TIG concept would 






• Other interesting aircraft as determined by Boeing’s interests 
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•	 evaluate candidates based on initial criteria and downselect 
•	 analyze final candidates 
•	 choose final candidate for preliminary design 
•	 cycle through designs fairly rapidly to 
























Figure 5. The Trickle Down/Grow Up Concept. 
systems within the design.  On top of all of this would be the faculty and engineers from industry 
who could provide guidance and knowledge to the students as they progressed through their 
designs.  We refer to this as the Trickle Down/Grow Up concept (see Fig. 5), since the mentored 
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up their technical pursuit.  The Technology Interest Groups allow the Technical Fellowship a 
way to coordinate and mentor other employees with similar interests and pursuits.   
Some issues for successful operation of the TIGs have become apparent in the past years.  The 
issues come from a variety of perspectives, and show that the entire company must be committed 
to the TIG concept in order to insure its success: 
• Management Challenge 
o focus on topics important to the business and community members 
o find a well­respected community member to coordinate the community 




o build personal relationships among community members 
o develop an active, passionate core group 
o create forums for thinking together as well as systems for sharing information 
• Technical Challenge 
o make it easy to contribute and access the communities knowledge and practices 
• Personal Challenge 
o create a real dialogue about cutting edge issues 
As can be seen, all phases of the company are essential to the success of the TIGs, but all phases 
of the company also have a personal stake in  insuring that the TIGs thrive and grow.  Another 
important lesson learned is that TIGs seem to work best for topics for which there is no single 
organizational home (e.g. Process Engineering) or for topic areas that are so new that it is not 
well recognized in the traditional system. 
While the university auxiliaries for the TIG have not been  formally implemented,  a closely­
related concept is being used at California Polytechnic State University (Cal Poly) at San Luis 
Obispo.  Following closely on  the heels of the first authors time as a Boeing A.D. Welliver 
Faculty Summer Fellow, Cal Poly began a design course for sophomore students in aeronautical 
engineering.
3 
This course allows second­year students to “try their hand” at design, in spite of 
the fact that they do  not have all of the technical skills necessary to  analyze their work. 
Engineers from Boeing have been instrumental in supplying real­world design projects for this 
course, and have been intimately involved in mentoring students and critiquing their work.  To 
see a group of sophomores present aircraft designs to engineers from the aerospace industry and 
to  realize that they could  contribute knowledge and  ideas to  solving real­world problems is 
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inspiring,  to say the least! Cal Poly’s senior­level design course has been  taking advantage of 
similar concepts for many years,4  and  has found  that the involvement of industry engineers 
throughout the design process has been invaluable to the success of the year­long design course, 
as evidenced by their success in  the AIAA Team Aircraft Design competition.  While a great 
deal more can  be done with  the TIG concept,  especially at the university level, we have only 
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